Company Profile:

Thank you for the opportunity to present our company for your consideration. Our aim is to do things differently. TMP is a one stop shop and can arrange for you:

Traffic Planning: TMP and TGS
Permits
Designers on Staff
Quick turnarounds

Traffic Control:
TMR Registered
Hand Picked Staff
Dedicated Supervisor
App based timesheets.

Traffic Control Training:
TMR Approved RTO
Public and private Courses
Refresher Courses Online.

Signage
Signs
Devices
Posts
Installation

Equipment Hire:
VMS
Barrier
Portable Traffic Lights

Safety Standards Service
We specialise in assisting you to get the best value for money from your traffic management dollar.
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Traffic Guidance Schemes:
Traffic Management Plans and schemes that remove unnecessary labour

Detailed planning and site specific guidance schemes reduces your costs and keeps your compliance on track. The TMP traffic guidance scheme is a professional and assured document.

Traffic Management Plans:
We Specialize in Reducing Traffic Management Costs

At TMP we look after every detail, saving you time and money. Our team assess your traffic management needs and design cost effective solutions with your specific outcomes foremost in our minds. We believe great planning gives you great savings in time, resources and increased safety.

TMP prepares traffic management plans in accordance with QLD MRTS02 standards and the QLD MUTCD utilising a structured and considered approach detailed in our ISO9001 system. The Traffic Management Plan is specific to your site, activity and traffic environment.

We develop these plans in close consultation with you, local and state authorities and contractors in order to ensure maximum efficiency whilst maintaining the highest safety and compliance standards. Our experienced planners are fully qualified and our team has an in-depth understanding of the requirements of most local and state authorities, we give you the correct advice the first time.

Detailed planning keeps your costs low and your projects on time and running smoothly. Our plans incorporate:

- Compliant Traffic Guidance Schemes
- Managed IAW within our ISO9001 and AS4801 Accredited Systems
- Approved by a QLD TMR designer
- Specific to your needs and site
- 48 hour turnaround
Event Traffic Management
Planning a Special Event? Leave the Traffic Management to TMP!

Planning an event is complicated enough. Leave the traffic management considerations to TMP. Our expertise creates cost-effective traffic solutions you can depend on for your next event. Our experienced team will ensure safe and efficient traffic management to keep your day running smoothly. We coordinate special events for clients throughout QLD and we can create a unique traffic management plan designed especially for your event.

TMP has successfully delivered cost effective and compliant event Traffic Management and Coordination for:

- Jetty 2 Jetty
- Redcliffe Festival
- Kite Fest
- Carols By Candelight
- Queensland Garden Event
- Australasian Police and Emergency Services Games
- Bribie Island Triathlon
- Degon Deviation Marathon
- Rat Race - Kangaroo Point
- Rainbow Beach triathlon
- Logan Village Family Day
- Caboolture Family Fun Day
- Green Apple Wellness Event
- Bloody Long Walk
- White Space Events - Fortitude Valley
- Top Gun Motorcycle open day
- Sunshine Coast Cycle Club
- St Mary Primary School
- Samford Valley Triathlon
- Mulgow Cycle Event
- Zombie event - Spring Hill
- Redcliffe RSL Memorial Day
- Red Deer Festival
- Neighborhood Creche Christmas Open Day
- Lions TT Motorcycle Event
- HQ 7th Combat Open Day
- Grace Lutheran College Cross Country
- Gillys Small goods open Day
- Cycling Queensland - Mount Marrow
- Convoy for Kids
- Beerwah Hotel Family Day

Experienced in Triathlons Walks Rides Community events
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Permits
We understand, you just want to get the job done
Getting approvals for council and state authorities is sometime a bit tricky, they are all different! TMP is the solution, we have years of experience and a vast network that allows us to get you permits through.

Reliable Time Frames
Most authorities have a minimum lead time to process and issue approvals. We won't promise you the world but we do give you reliable time frames and we'll bend over backwards to help you out. Some of the permits we specialize in are:

- Council
- Main Roads
- Police
- Footpath
- Events

Sign Installation
No fuss no worries and no cowboys
Traffic Management People specialize in the procurement and installation of construction and traffic signage. Our install crews are highly trained, reliable and quality and safety assured to the highest level. Quick and efficient so no fuss. Self-sufficient and reliable on site so no worries. They bring their own power, do their own traffic control, undertake their own risk assessments and provide a detailed report and photographs. Our services include:

Supply and install
- Signs
- Devices
- Post

- Supply of Signs,
- Supply of posts and hardware,
- Investigations,
- Planning,
- Traffic Management,
- Risk assessments,
- Installation, and
- Detailed Reports.

Whether it's in the city or in the country, no need to worry, we have it covered.

Sign Sales
Compliant and quality
TMP source suppliers from reputable companies and trial the products within our organisation before we sell it. Our products are cost effective, reliable and conform to the applicable standards.

At TMP we offer a vast range of signage and devices available for hire and for sale for long or short periods of time. TMP signage is compliant to the relevant standards.

We believe in offering the best possible value without compromising quality. We ensure that our products are not only safe and reliable but also economical.

Custom made signs? no problems.
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TMP Traffic Control

First and foremost we design your plan to remove labour but sometimes you need traffic control.

TMP delivers proven, reliable and high quality traffic control services based on an ISO9001 and AS4801 business model. We have a deep understanding of our client’s people, process and work, having cultivated close long term relationships. Our staff are highly qualified and experienced, based around a strong supervisory core. TMP is locally based and focused, with strong company involvement in local community activities. TMP Traffic Control is dedicated to continuous improvement in all that we do, delivering real quality, efficiency and effective improvements.

TMP Benefits

- We design the plan to reduce labour,
- Our guys are hand picked to provide first class compliant services
- TMR Register 080,
- ISO9001 Thirdparty Accredited,
- AS4801 Thirdparty Accredited,
- Dynamic rostering software
- App based dockets and work methods

Trained by TMP
Mentored by TMP

Working for You
Equipment Hire

Barriers and Temporary Fencing: TMP can supply and install compliant barriers and temporary fencing to suit your site’s requirements. Just one phone call sorts it all out.

Variable Message Signs (VMS): TMP Variable Message Signs (VMS) are both compliant and convenient. Our network throughout the state ensures reliability for delivery and onsite service. For sale or hire to suit your project.

Trailer Mounted Traffic Lights:
Trailer mounted portable traffic lights are fantastic for those long term jobs. Solar powered and reliable these lights reduce labor and increase site safety. Compliant to the standards TMP lights provide the solution you’ve been looking for. With a statewide network reliability is assured. For sale or hire to suit your project.

TMP Traffic Utes and Trailers: TMP have a small fleet of late model utes and high quality trailers specifically designed for the traffic management industry, ready to go for hire and loaded to suit your project. Dry or Wet hire options are available.
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Training

At the TMP Training Centre our focus is to continually exceed our client's expectations. TMP trainers are handpicked for not only their industry experience, but their ability to achieve knowledge transfer. Employers can rest in the understanding that each and every student that graduates from a TMP course does so with the knowledge and skills that they were enrolled to achieve.

TMP’s trainers are industry professionals in their own right who are committed to delivering training services of the highest possible quality. Their real-world experience and expertise provides an edge in your training.

We have trained many people from a variety of industries including tree lopping and landscape, jobseekers, civil construction, government and those already in the traffic management industry. TMP courses are structured to provide real life examples to each industry of how the training applies to them. We provide accredited and approved courses in both NSW and QLD.

TMP Training Provides:

- Increased staff efficiency
- Enhanced capacity to put latest industry innovations into practice
- Implementation of Best Practice in the workplace
- Ability to in-source your work, keeping your operational costs lower
- Improved staff morale and productivity
- Observable return on your investment
- Employment and job placement services
- Practical experience and on site assessment

Face to Face Courses

- RIIWHS302D: Implement Traffic Management Plan
  - Full Course:
  - Refresher Course:
- RIIWHS205D: Control traffic with stop slow bat
  - Full Course:
  - Refresher Course:

*Chat to us if you have more than one person to train as we can do better on price for groups.*

Online Course

- RIIWHS302D: Implement Traffic Management Plan
  - Full Course: TBA (not yet released)
  - Refresher Course:
- RIIWHS205D: Control traffic with stop slow bat
  - Full Course: TBA (not yet released)
  - Refresher Course:
- CPCCOHS1001A: Work safely in the construction industry

RTO No. 40840
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Clientele

TMP has an impressive client list which include companies and organisations from the following industries:

- Mining
- Local councils
- State Government
- Gas and Water Pipelines
- Civil Construction
- Tree Arbours and Landscape
- Projects
- Event organisers

Key Staff

Name: Brian Abrahamson
Position: Managing Director
Experience: 20 years' experience in Local and State government, senior roles in traffic management companies.

Name: Rachael Greany
Position: Operations Manager
Experience: 20 years’ experience in operations in various roles in customer service and service delivery organisations. Comprehensive event management experience.